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Everyone was stunned and looked at the secretary.

Xu Yourong Liu frowned, and said a little displeased:

“Who’s here? Why are you surprised!”

“The Queen of Heaven Zhang Yichen is here!”

As soon as this remark came out, it suddenly detonated the audience

like a bomb!

Everyone is dumbfounded at this moment. Isn’t it a dream?

Zhang Yichen actually came?

That guy Lin Fan, wouldn’t it be true?

how can that be!

Isn’t that guy the son-in-law?

How could the son-in-law know the queen?

By coincidence!

It must be a coincidence!

Everyone couldn’t believe that Lin Fan really had such an ability.

Even Xu Yourong was completely messed up at this time. Lin Fan just

said a few hours ago that Zhang Yichen appeared in front of them?

This…

If this is really what Lin Fan did, then how deep his relationship with

Zhang Yichen is, I can’t even imagine.

“Quick! Please come in, Miss Zhang!”

Xu Yourong’s face flushed, as if seeing a savior at this moment.

Zhang Yichen is here, then their Washington Pharmaceuticals will be

saved!

Zhang Yichen is a big star who can’t be hired by money. DC

Pharmaceuticals also talked to her about cooperation before, but

Zhang Yichen refused to report the concert because there was no time

limit for it.

Like Zhang Yichen, a superstar with a red head and half of the sky,

there has been no scandal since his debut, and a clean person is the

most suitable to be their spokesperson.

It was because they couldn’t find Zhang Yichen, Ouyang Feifei was

used as a last resort. Now Zhang Yichen has changed his mind again,

how can they be unhappy?

After the secretary went out, a supervisor said in confusion:

“That Lin Fan said he wanted Zhang Yichen, and Zhang Yichen came,

isn’t it really the person he was looking for?”

“impossible!”

Xu Yourong denied it at once, and snorted coldly at the same time:

“I know how many kilograms that guy has, and it must be Zhang

Yichen who has changed his mind and wants to discuss cooperation

with us again!”

She didn’t admit that Lin Fan had this ability, otherwise, wouldn’t it

mean that she had misunderstood the person?

After a while, Zhang Yichen walked into the conference room, and the

moment he saw Zhang Yichen, everyone present was very excited.

This is a superstar!

The existence that stars have to look up to!

“Miss Zhang, I’ve been admiring a great name for a long time!”

Xu Yourong shook hands with Zhang Yichen enthusiastically, and his

face was full of joy. This was a pearl that had been lost.

“Hello there!”

Zhang Yichen also stretched out his hand easily, with a smile on his

face.

“Miss Zhang, do you change your mind and want to cooperate with

us?”

Xu Yourong asked impatiently, looking at Lin Fan expectantly.

Zhang Yichen nodded:

“I am here this time indeed to cooperate with your Washington

Pharmaceuticals!”

Wow!

Upon hearing this, all the senior executives suddenly beamed, and all

the problems were solved.

Zhang Yichen actually intends to cooperate with them!

Xu Yourong was surprised, but also puzzled, and asked:

“I don’t understand this, Miss Zhang, you have already rejected us

before? What made you change your mind?”

Hear the words!

Zhang Yichen smiled and said in a shocking voice:

“Because a friend asked me to help, so I came.”

a friend?

Xu Yourong and the others were immediately stunned, and their

expressions froze completely.

His face was filled with consternation!

An ominous premonition emerged in his heart. The friend Zhang

Yichen said was really Lin Fan, right?

Xu You couldn’t help asking:

“I don’t know who is the friend Miss Zhang is talking about?”

Zhang Yichen looked at Xu Yourong suspiciously, and said puzzledly:

“Don’t you know? It’s Lin Fan?”

She was also dumbfounded, don’t these people know who Lin Fan is?

Then why did Lin Fan ask her to help?

boom!

At this moment, Xu Yourong and others were completely petrified,

and the eyeballs seemed to fall out of their eye sockets.

It’s Lin Fan!

It really is Lin Fan!

That guy, really invited Zhang Yichen for them!

This makes them all feel like they are dreaming!

A group the size of their Washington DC Pharmaceuticals came

forward, but Zhang Yichen refused them, and did not show any face.

But as soon as Lin Fan spoke, Zhang Yichen rushed over in the

shortest time.

How is this so possible!
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